**CREATOR KIT INSTRUCTIONS**

**GET TO KNOW YOUR MOUNT**

requires Peak Design Case 
not included

1. **SlimLink™ Mount Head**
2. **Locking Teeth**
3. **Creator Kit Arm**
4. **Release Button x2** You only have to press one to release phone!
5. **Thumbscrew**
6. **Arca Adapter**
7. **Stabilizer Screw**
8. **1/4”-20 Adapter**

**ARCA INSTALLATION**

1. Connect **Creator Kit Arm** to provided **Arca Adapter**, affix with provided **Thumbscrew**.
2. Attach plate to any Arca compatible tripod, including Peak Design Tripods.

**GOPRO INSTALLATION**

1. Tighten **Creator Kit Arm** directly to any 3rd-party GoPro mount using provided **Thumbscrew**.
1. Connect Creator Kit Arm to provided Arca Adapter, tighten with Thumbscrew.

2. Slide Arca Adapter into Capture. Attach phone to SlimLink™ Mount Head in landscape mode. If needed, tighten Stabilizer Screw to eliminate play.

1. Install Creator Kit Arm to provided 1/4"-20 Adapter.

2. Connect Creator Kit to 1/4"-20 screw.

**USE**

Attach/Detach Phone
Requires Peak Design Case (sold separately).

Place phone on mount and listen for audible "click" to ensure your phone is locked. To remove, push just one of the Release Buttons and pull phone.

Rotate
Use the provided Thumbscrew to adjust Creator Kit Arm angle.